
The Feast of the Gods:

Accepting the Daimonic
Invitation



.  IRIS Rainbow Goddess and Messenger of the Gods



FOG (Feast of the Gods) FAN



STUDIO SHOTS  The reality now (22.2.2014) – Gods-in-Waiting



THE ACORN: the Calling – Carnelian crystal and gilded half-
walnut shell, filled with plaster; ‘daimon’ of the crystal (right) 
painted in egg tempera



BLACK DREAM HORSE: Energy of the Daimon



AURICULA PORTRAITS and  FLOWER-FACES: attempts at 
‘seeing through’



PRIMROSE ‘ENERGY PAINTING’: flower picked 
from my father’s grave



‘ANGEL ALLSORTS’:  fascination with the Angel as Daimon – collage 
of attempts made over many years to paint it, in its different guises



TOWER MURAL– GOTHIC DOORWAY,  Winchester, Hampshire



PERSEPHONE MURAL, Lennox Gardens, London: Entrance, with 
Mask of Hades





Previous Slide Explanation

PERSEPHONE MURAL COLLAGE: ‘stations’ 
of the Soul’s Descent into the Underworld, 
and final release to the Isles of the 
Blessed; entrance, Hades, grapes in gold 
bowl – offering to the gods for protection, 
Cerberus; ammonite in stone wall, 
narcissus dropped by Persephone, 
Persephone and pomegranate, bat 
(representing soul); Medusa, hare’s skull 
and ear of corn, iron ring with red velvet 
ribbon  and gold, pearl and emerald ring 
(with ‘Greek key’ pattern inscribed); whip; 
Dionysos with Athene’s ‘little owl’; escape 
– Peacock butterfly (lower right) 
representing transformed soul; Greek 
inscription: ‘Love is the key.  It is love that 
binds you and love that sets you free.’



PERSEPHONE  and POMEGRANTATE



IRON RING with RIBBON and RING



MEDUSA with TOAD:  threat 
of destruction, hope of 
resurrection; HARE’S SKULL 
and EAR of CORN: references 
to the Goddess Demeter and 
the Eleusinian Mysteries



STAIRWELL and BASEMENT with trompe l’oeil shutters opening 
on to view of the Isles of the Blessed; top left – feather dropped 
from Hermes’ winged sandal (he is the guide who leads the 
souls out of the Underworld); bottom right, shutter edge -
Peacock butterfly representing released soul; all woodwork 
grained to simulate dark oak.



CRETAN 
MURAL, 
Northington, 
Hampshire: 
general views 
of dolphin 
frieze, 
landscape 
with lilies, 
griffin 
‘screen’ with 
omphalos (all 
based on 
frescoes from 
Knossos and 
Santorini)





Previous Slide Explanation

CRETAN MURAL – COLLAGE:  
dolphin, mountainous land scape 
with lilies and ‘stream of life’; 
hoopoe flies over omphalos to the 
‘other world, griffin; general views; 
Peacock butterfly – representing 
soul, dolphins; hoopoe and 
omphalos, detail of ‘tree of life’ 
with peacock and hoopoe; ‘tree of 
life’, griffin head, hoopoe.



DOLPHINS : Hermes (right) greets Persephone; two other 
dolphins on left are Artemis and Athene (just me telling 
myself stories)



CRETAN MURAL: Griffin screen with details; eight-petaled flower, 
symbol of the Goddess within mandorle representing the ‘eye’ which 
sees through to other realities; griffin from ‘throne room’, Knossos.



RENAISSANCE MURAL, Steep, Hampshire: (top) converted barn 
with pool-room extension (right);  (bottom) interior.





Previous Slide Explanation

Top) DANTE AND BEATRICE WALL:
with ENTRANCE INTO HELL by 
Dante’s right foot; FIG TREE marks 
the entrance to Hell; PURGATORY as 
a mountain behind Dante (he 
indicates it with his right hand); left 
of picture – stuccoed wall with arch 
opening on to view of Florence; 
(Bottom) D. and B. wall with 
GARDEN WALL – Renaissance 
garden beyond ballustrades, and 
urns.



(Top) GARDEN WALL with PEACOCK; (Bottom) ANGELS and ST. 
FRANCIS WALL,  with ‘Grail Castle’ (centre panel)





Previous Slide Explanation

RENAISSANCE MURAL COLLAGE:  
Dante and Beatrice, Mountain of 
‘Purgatorio’, Owl urn; Peacock (eternal 
life) with Mount Qaf in the distance, 
Grail Castle with Knight setting forth 
(javanmard), Musical Angels with lute 
and shawm (Angel behind with of 
Peacock Butterfly wings – the ‘eye’ 
pattern); garden, Hoopoe offers St. 
Francis the ‘pearl of great price’, St. 
Francis listens to the birds; Arfer, the 
client’s cat (and artist’s helpmeet) 
plays with the client’s pink pearls, 
beside a scallop shell (symbol of the 
spiritual pilgrim), view of Florence, 
Green Man in fig tree..



GREEN MAN (also called itself ‘Osiris’): whom most people never saw





Previous Slide Explanation

DANTE SHOWS BEATRICE his book 
of THE DIVINE COMEDY: the text 
reads – così de l’atto suo, per li occhi
infuso /ne l’imagine mia, il mio si
fece,/e fissi le occhi al sole oltre
nostr’ uso.  (Paradiso, Canto I, 52-
54)  Translated by Mark Musa 
(Penguin, 1984, 1986) as: “so, like a 
ray, her act poured through my 
eyes/into my mind and gave rise to 
my own:/ I stared straight at the sun 
as no man could.



DOVES: representing the fedeli a’amore



THE FEAST OF THE GODS, Upper Froyle, Hampshire: (top) Sketch of the 
WINE STORE in the client’s garden; (bottom) FOG FAN (mock-up) – the 
panels will join together, finally meeting together to form a cone shape 
which be fitted into the interior of the wine store roof.





Previous Slide Explanation

FEAST OF THE GODS – COLLAGE I: 
preparatory sketches in various 
stages of development - Herakles 
(Panel 2), Centaur and Nymph 
(Panel 7), Putto (Panel 4), Eros and 
Psyche (Panel 8); Hera (Panel 4), 
Zeus and Leda (Panel 5), Dionysos
and Leopard (Panel 2), Artemis 
(Panel 2); Athene (Panel 3), Iris 
(Panel 1), Pan (Panel 3), Hephaistos 
(Panel 3); Hermes and Apollo (Panel 
9), Aphrodite and Mars (Panel 6).





Previous Slide Explanation

FEAST OF THE GODS – COLLAGE II: 
painted images on panels, in 
various stages of completion –
Athene, Leda and Zeus, Centaur and 
Nymph; Hephaistos and Pan; Zeus 
and Leda, Artemis and Herakles; 
Persephone and Hera with putto, 
Artemis with Herakles and Athene, 
putto, Iris; Persephone, Iris, 
Dionysos and guests. 



(Top) IRIS: Wine Invites; (Bottom) 
ARTEMIS, HERAKLES, ATHENE, 
DIONYSOS  and LEOPARD: Wine 
Welcomes.  (Small feathers on right 
of Dionysos from ‘little owl’ trapped 
in barn: released it, found feathers 
on my ladder.)



(Top) HEPHAISTOS AND PAN: Wine transforms; (Bottom) PERSEPHONE, 
HERA AND PUTTO: Wine releases.



CENTAUR AND NYMPH: Wine captivates (wine transports?)



ZEUS AND LEDA: Wine seduces



Belinda’s Panel
Natal Chart [10]
6 Jan 2006
14:00 UT +0.00
Alton, ENG
51°N09’ 000°W59’
Geocentric
Tropical
Koch
Mean Node

ASTROLOGICAL ‘BIRTH CHART’ OF ‘FOG’: prepared by Darby Costello



‘ARMSWORTH ARROW’: pattern of vapour trails seen above Armsworth
Barn (first studio sanctuary for the panels) – like an arrow aimed at the 
barn, aimed by the sun.



FEAST OF THE GODS – COLLAGE III: 
Collection of images beginning to 
tell the deeper story of the panels –
learning a new language





Previous Slide Explanation

SKETCHBOOK PAGES (trying to
break through the ‘stuckness’ while 
working on panel of Leda and the 
Swan): Doodles introduce the 
leprechaun/gnome/dwarf and 
connection with Telesphoros, demi-
god of recovery, son of Asklepios, 
god of healing; connections with 
the Mysteries of the Kabeiroi, 
whose priests and priestesses were 
designated ‘swans.’  A further 
connection with carvings of C. G. 
Jung.





Previous Slide Explanation

FEAST OF THE GODS – COLLAGE IV:
associations now building with 
Artemis of Ephesus and Dionysos, 
god of wine and personal dream 
images.



‘Christ could be born a thousand times in Galilee, but all in vain, 
until He is born in me.”  (Angelus Silesius, 17th Century Dutch 
mystic)  Sketch proposal for new Parish Centre, St. Peter’s 
Catholic Church, Winchester, Hampshire. 



‘SORRY TO BOTHER YOU …’  Hippo cartoon, Christmas 2012 –
we must always come back down to earth, but be open – you 
never know what you might find outside your front door.


